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ABSTRACT 

Over the years, Cloud-based services have gained the interest of business organizations. The 
reason for this is, because of its cost-effective solutions by centralizing the control of data and 
services. Further facilitates accessing and sharing of data with greater flexibility and 
scalability. To meet the ever-growing demands in the fast-paced business world, the traditional 
services are also moved to the cloud . So the choice of remote virtual desktop(RVD) solutions 
is becoming predominant. A remote virtual desktop(RVD)  allows users to access applications 
with a virtual PC as if they had physical access to the machine.  However, while migrating the 
existing traditional services to the cloud, it is necessary to consider the quality of experience 
delivered to the user. So far many research works have been carried out on the Quality of 
experience(QoE) of RVD. But the reasons for the degraded quality delivered have no answer 
yet. This demands a monitoring tool for business organizations to understand the cause of the 
drop in performance. So in this thesis, as a first step, we have done passive traffic analysis in 
RVD environments. We focused on understanding the quality delivered to the user of RVD 
from network perspective. 

Our main aim is to correlate the measurable traffic patterns with the QoE delivered to the user. 
The most popular RVD solution, Citrix is used to carry out the research work. We have used 
both the quantitative and qualitative research methods in this thesis. The distributive passive 
measurement infrastructure (DPMI) is set up at the Citrix Receiver side for traffic analysis. 
All the user actions are automated using a GUI automation tool. All the traffic  generated 
during the automated tests is captured, shaped and analyzed. The network performance of 
Citrix is evaluated. The considered network metrics are Round trip time, TCP window size 
and Bitrate. Also the metrics at the application layer level, that is response times are calculated 
while accessing the Citrix. The subjective metrics of QoE obtained from the user ratings while 
accessing Citrix are considered. The mapping between the measurable network parameters 
and both the objective and subjective metrics is done. 

The results obtained in our work showed that increase in response times can be evident by 
observing the network patterns. There are certain cases where the quality delivered to the user 
is not acceptable and this effect has been evident by the deviation from regular patterns of 
network metrics. Our analysis shows that the drop in performance is not due to the network, 
as we could see there is no high rise in RTT being responsible for higher response times. From 
the observations of TCP Window size patterns, it indicated that neither Citrix receiver nor 
NETSCALER, a Citrix gateway is responsible for the performance issues. The thresholds 
obtained from our analysis and the conclusions made on the network metrics behavior will 
further contribute to monitoring the real-time status of performance of RVD.  

Keywords: Traffic patterns, remote virtual desktop, correlation, quality of experience 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

    Over the years, Cloud-based services have gained the interest of business 
organizations. The reason for this is, because of its cost-effective solutions by 
centralizing the control of data and services. Further facilitation of accessing and 
sharing data with greater flexibility and scalability.        

              With the continuous development of cloud-based services, new cloud 
services are being introduced and the existing ones are moved to the cloud. And so the 
remote virtual desktop  solutions are becoming more sophisticated. A remote virtual 
desktop(RVD)  allows users to access applications with a virtual PC as if they had 
physical access to the machine. The remote desktop protocol  allows graphical 
displays to be virtualized and served across a network to a client device, while 
application logic is executed on the server[1]. It has advantages attracting the  business 
organizations : the client does not need excessive memory or powerful CPU because 
the device is simply a terminal for user interaction[2]. Low maintenance costs as the 
applications are run on a remote server which provides required computational power 
and data storage. 

             Initially, RVD was deployed in LAN environments, where bandwidth and 
delays between users and their virtual PCs are not an issue. But with the increase in 
popularity of cloud-based services, RVD services are moved to large data centers  in 
the cloud.  However, when migrating the services to the cloud ,service providers have 
to consider another significant factor: the quality of service. Because if the 
performance levels do not reach the expectations of end users, there is a chance of 
refusal or rejection of using the applications. Therefore, any changes or improvements 
in the service quality has to be valued by the end users. And so the service providers 
have to ensure that the user’s experience is as good as it was before. Here comes the 
role of quality of experience(QoE) for ensuring the quality in RVD. As the traffic has 
to traverse through WAN, problems such as latency, packet drops, and congestion[3] 
are introduced which in turn may affect the QoE of the user[4]. Naturally, the quality 
of service offered by the network directly influences the quality of experience (QoE), 
which expresses the user satisfaction with the service.In the presence of network 
disturbances, remote applications will no longer react correctly to user input like 
keystrokes or mouse movements[5]. 

         The user’s quality of experience (QoE) in remote virtual desktop systems 
depends on the underlying remote display protocol. These remote display protocols 
use different methods of determining the most optimum way to encode and compress 
the data  in order to transport and render it at the client side. There are different 
protocols designed to optimize several display objects like text, images, video and 
flash content. Some protocols handle text content better, while some handle the 
compression of multimedia content better. Examples of TCP/UDP based remote 
display protocols are Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP via TCP), HP Remote 
Graphics Software (RGS via TCP), and Teradici PC over IP (PCoIP via UDP)[6]. And 
these protocols exhibit different levels of robustness under degrading network 
conditions. This robustness can come from the underlying transport layer 
protocol(TCP/UDP).     
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        This may be due to disturbances introduced by the client or the remote server 
itself or by the network as the response to be received by the client depends both on 
the communication system (i.e.,client and remote server) and the network[7]. So far 
research activities have been done by studying the influence of network conditions[8] 
on the quality delivered to the user. But still, the cause for degradation in the quality 
delivered to the user is not found. In business organizations, where RVD environments 
are set up for business operations,often the complaints of the degradation in quality 
delivered to the user have no answer. Such a complex situation demands a detective 
approach  to find and analyze the drop in performance which further influences the 
quality delivered in RVD environments. So, it is important to understand and manage 
QoE of end users. The main reason to do this thesis is to address the issues coming 
up in RVD set up for business operations. Focusing on live monitoring of the 
performance of RVD will be handy for the service provider to keep track and react to 
the issues coming up.Our research work carried out in this thesis is started with this 
objective.  

   The methodology followed in this work is different from previous research 
activities. The analysis performed by splitting the traffic traces is an attempt by us to 
understand the user actions while using RVD by looking at the traffic patterns. Our 
results concluded that the performance of the network is not contributing for poor 
QoE. Also, looking at the traffic patterns of network metrics would give an indication 
of the performance. The thresholds set for network metrics will contribute to the future 
work of live traffic analysis model. 

    

1.1.AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

      The whole idea  is to design a model for live traffic analysis in RVD. As an initial 
step in this thesis work, the main aim is to perform passive traffic analysis and to 
investigate the reasons for poor QoE. 

 A detailed literature study of previous research works is done to find out if the 
problem has been resolved or not. And to come out with the new approaches to 
address and understand the problem in the research area. 

 The most popular RVD solution, Citrix is chosen and a detailed study on the 
working of each of the components of Citrix solution is carried out. 

 To evaluate the network performance , metrics like Round trip time, bitrate and 
TCP window size are considered. 

 To set up the experimental test bed on the Citrix receiver side for shaping and 
capturing all the traffic passing through it. 

 Design the automated tests to send some message packets after each action, say 
markers to further split the traffic traces and analyze. And to calculate the 
response times while accessing Citrix. 

 To conduct the subjective tests involving the feedback of users. 
 To correlate the traffic patterns obtained and the user opinions collected from 

subjective tests. 
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  1.2.SCOPE OF THESIS 

              Although the basic motivation to do this thesis is to design a live traffic 
analysis model of RVD, this thesis presents the initial part of work carried out to reach 
the above-stated objective. That is our work discusses the  methodology to understand 
and keep track of the performance of RVD. To carry out the experiments, we used the 
standard enterprise Citrix, which provides one of the forms of the remote virtual 
desktop environment and is the most popular RVD solution in business organizations 

             We focused on the following metrics for evaluating the network performance: 
Round Trip Time(RTT), TCP window size and Bitrate. There might be other more 
parameters which may play a significant role in analyzing the performance but 
considering all will be infeasible for the individual thesis. And so all the analysis we 
carried out in this thesis is limited to these three metrics. 

         The traffic traces obtained during the tests carried out, according to the 
methodology followed in section 3 have been split further. This split has been done 
based on every action(requesting to access the Citrix, entering the credentials, 
launching an application, browsing a page and so on) for  deep investigation of 
fluctuations in performance. In this paper, we have limited the discussion of traffic 
pattern analysis to launch an application in Citrix. 

 

     1.3.RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 
1)  Can we detect the impact of RTT based on user perception? 
2) What is the threshold of network parameters, above or below which the user is 

predicted to experience a degraded quality? 
3) Does the drop in TCP window size help in indicating the drop in network 

performance of remote virtual desktop environments? 

        

    1.4.EXPECTED OUTCOMES 

 The output of the test runs shall give out the network metrics and objective QoE 
metrics under each network condition. 

 The results obtained from the subjective tests will be  used for validating the 
thresholds set for network metrics. 

 The analysis of TCP window size patterns obtained under each network 
condition will help in  indicating a drop in the performance if any. 

 

     1.5. RESEARCH METHOD 

      We followed the experimental approach to collect the traffic traces under 
different network conditions. To summarize the observations based on the obtained 
traffic patterns, same mouse movements have to be generated  each time. So we 
designed the test scripts to  automate all the user actions in Citrix. While running these 
tests, the automated script sends some message packets, said markers to the Consumer, 
part of the experimental setup. So that the traffic traces can be split further to analyze. 
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We did so as an attempt to know the types of actions(launching an application, 
browsing a page and so on) performed in Citrix by looking at the traffic patterns. 
       We focused on the following metrics for evaluating the network performance: 
Round Trip Time(RTT) and Bitrate. Fundamental to TCP’s timeout and 
retransmission is the measurement of the round-trip time(RTT) experienced on a given 
connection. From  the literature study, it has been observed that RTT is the most 
important metric for analyzing the performance issues in RVD systems. As the data 
should be processed by the remote server and sent back to the user desktop, increasing 
RTT values are responsible for the increase in response times, which in turn will result 
in a sluggish user experience[3] .The data rate at which the Citrix processes the user 
inputs and sends back the screen updates information shall also play a dominant role 
in the perceived performance of overall RVD system. And so we considered the bitrate 
as well. The research question 1 and 2 can be answered by: 

 Conducting the subjective tests involving the feedback of users. 
 Correlating the obtained round trip time patterns and the mean opinion scores 

collected in subjective tests. 

In addition to these two metrics, we considered the TCP window size for further 
analysis to study whether the drop in window size by the Citrix client or Citrix server 
is responsible for the performance issues.The research question 3 can be answered: 

 By analyzing the traffic patterns of TCP Window size. 

 

     1.6.OUTLINE OF THESIS 

       This document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the background 
and related research work for the thesis. Chapter 3 consists of the Methodology 
followed to conduct the experiments and obtain results. Chapter 4 presents the 
results and analysis part. Chapter 5 contains the Conclusion and answers to the 
research questions. 
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2 RELATED WORK 
 

          This section will give a detailed description of various research approaches 
carried   out so far in the related area of the thesis, followed by the background section. 

                The authors of paper  [7] had presented a QoE driven, scalable per-flow 
scheduling, periodically at the middle box which can estimate the higher layer 
application running through each flow taking into the account of dynamically 
changing delay and bandwidth requirements. In cases, where there is congestion in the 
downstream path, their approach of preferential scheduling of thin client flows results 
in an increase of QoE at users. The approach of [7]  treated the thin client flows 
differently by applying a scheduling scheme. This scheduling is based on per-flow 
QoE threshold which means the maximum tolerable RTT for that particular flow. The 
scheduling scheme involves the calculation of delay budget for each flow as shown 
below:(Delay budget = QoE threshold – flow’s current RTT).The priority given to 
particular thin client flow depends on the value of delay budget. The lower value of 
delay budget indicates higher RTT than the tolerable one,  that particular flow is given 
priority to optimize the user’s QoE. In RVD environments ,protocols such as RDP 
sends a bitmap of the image of the screen to be displayed on the client’s desktop. And 
now in this approach ,RDP adjusts its sending rate  by giving priority to low delay 
budget flows. This scheduling scheme is implemented on a prototype middle box 
which can see the tunneled flows at the level of tunneling thin client protocol RDP 
and is placed close to the access network of clients. The other factor, QoE thresholds 
are :(a) 50 ms for video and(b) 100 ms for data applications. These are fixed based on 
the effect of delay on bitmap delivery, perceived by the users. Thus the scheduler can 
calculate the delay budget for each flow at any time based on  QoE drove thin client 
scheduling. Here the authors focused on improving the QoE based on single metric 
RTT. Our work focuses more on the fault management, that is to alert the service 
provider if there might be a drop in performance. Also, the methodology followed is 
completely different. 

        In general, the experience of  a user with an application is considered by the 
influence of certain parameters like technical characteristics of the application, user 
personality and expectations ,device usability and so on. Similarly, the influence of 
network and its effects on a particular application have to be linked with user’s 
opinions. This mapping is realized and analyzed by authors of paper [4] by correlating 
three layers. Network layer accounts for the influence of network QoS parameters like 
network bandwidth and RTT. The application layer considers both technical 
characteristics like screen compression rate and performance parameters of 
application like response times. User layer, by considering MOS values and 
acceptability. The experimental work carried out by the authors covered all these 
layers. Experimental subjective tests were performed by considering RVD users who 
are instructed to evaluate the following four different desktop tasks: (i)text 
typing(ii)screen scrolling(iii)drag and drop of images and (iv)browsing .The upstream 
and downstream was routed through NetEm so as to control different network 
performance levels.  And all the subjective tests are performed by modifying the 
network RTT. By setting the RTT of an end to end connection allows controlling the 
responsiveness of RVD systems. All the packets are captured and exported to pcap 
traces for offline analysis and traffic characterization using high-performance DAG 
cards. Regarding application layer measurement ,the time needed by the user to 
complete the corresponding task is tracked and further used this scenario to measure 
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the response times of RVD system when subjected to different network conditions. 
The time spent between the input of a keystroke or a mouse click and the 
corresponding screen update is measured using Auto Hotkey scripts. By this approach, 
technical mappings between QoE and response times which represent the feature 
perceived by the end user are figured. Research methodology followed in this thesis 
by sending the markers at every action is different from the above discussion. The 
mapping presented in our research work is a step forward by stating whether the 
reasons  for the drop in performance is due to network or not by looking at the patterns.                                               

           The main contribution of paper [4] is performing subjective tests on RVD 
testbed based on Citrix technology to study QoE of RVD users. Four different desktop 
applications which are representative of standard tasks performed in an enterprise 
desktop are considered for the study. Their view is to understand whether the network 
performance (network delay and bandwidth) affects the QoE in RVD services. Our 
work uses a different methodology to understand the quality delivered. Mapping 
presented in this thesis paper is a step forward by focusing more in the context  of fault 
management. The consideration of  parameters is not confined to RTT alone but also, 
to the study of bitrate and TCP window size patterns.  

          Paper [8]   examined the impact of network quality degradation parameters such 
as network latency and packet discard rate on a user’s perceived operability in RVD. 
They used Degradation mean opinion score to evaluate the user’s perceived 
operability with a remote desktop terminal. If the opinion score is more than 3 then it 
is accepted as user’s perceived quality. The user is able to select either RDP or PCoIP 
as the remote desktop protocol on the terminal which gets accessed by the remote 
server. Four different types of usage are considered for evaluation and also in terms 
of two remote desktop protocols. However, they concentrated more on the impact of 
network parameters like network delay and RTT on the user’s operability rather than 
on the performance of remote desktop protocols. Here are the following four usages 
considered for evaluating the impact of  network quality on user’s 
operability  :(i)Scrolling of a window of Notepad file entered a number from 1 to 1000 
in a file and using the arrow scrolled till the bottom of the file.(ii) Scrolling of  a web 
page, a 5000 line HTML file is created by giving a number to each line and continued 
to press the down arrow.(iii)Automatic slideshow, OpenOffice 4.01 is used to run a 
slideshow of 21 slides which change every 3 seconds.(iv)Playback of a video, video 
in WMV format with a data rate of 1 Mbps  and audio rate of 128 kbps is created and 
played. Also studied the effect of network quality on performance of live migration of 
virtual machines in  remote virtual desktop environments. Here authors focused more 
on the performance on remote desktop protocols and on QoE ,which is different from 
our detective approach to analyzing the reasons for the drop in performance. 

          The authors of paper [3] aimed at developing a methodology that allows 
performance evaluation of Internet access so as to get a better understanding of traffic 
that is caused by the usage of applications. The methodology aims at obtaining the 
objective parameters using scripts designed for various tasks. The Auto Hot Key tool 
is used to produce same keystrokes and mouse movements for all the tests. The tools 
helped for checking the changes in the display by checking individual pixels or screen 
image matches. The methodology followed in this thesis investigates deep into details 
for delivered QoE and is more generic to address the issues coming up in cloud-based 
applications. 

         In paper[1],  I/O model is implemented to study the requirements of QoS ,CPU , 
memory, capacity, throughput etc, for a virtual machine in virtual desktop 
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infrastructure, a type of remote virtual desktop system. Based on this model, their 
solution is able to state when the bottlenecks would occur. This a different approach 
used by authors of paper [1]for a guaranteed quality of service in remote virtual 
desktop environments. Our thesis paper analyzes the problem from network 
perspective following a different methodology compared to the previous. 

         In the above-discussed research papers , the authors have considered and stated 
that RTT is the most significant parameter for performance evaluation of RVD 
systems. In this paper, we considered the TCP window size and bitrate which has not 
been analyzed till now in previous research works. Most of the papers described the 
methods to improve the QoE in RVD systems and other concentrated on system 
metrics such as CPU ,memory and so on. But we have come up with the objective to 
investigate deep for the reasons of delivered QoE. In this thesis, we proposed a new 
methodology which states whether the drop in quality delivered to end users is due to 
the network or not. Our approach does not limit to evaluating the Citrix performance 
alone but to address the issues coming up in similar cloud-based applications. This 
thesis work focuses more in the context of fault management for such applications. 

 

2.1.BACKGROUND 
 

2.1.1.REMOTE DESKTOP PROTOCOL 
 
 The remote desktop protocol(RDP) is used for communication with a remote system 
over a network. RDP sends the user inputs such as keystrokes and mouse movements 
in packets from the client to the server. These RDP messages are of two bytes, the first 
byte indicates whether the key is pressed or released and the second byte contains the 
scan code of the key. This feature of RDP provides the user to interact with the remote 
system as the same way with that of the local system. RDP uses separate channels 
within the network connection for different data streams of used features. Both the 
client and server agree on the channels they want to use during the initialization of 
RDP connection. All the content transmitted within the RDP connection is secured 
through TLS/SSL encryption[9]. 

 

2.1.2.TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL 
 
The transmission control protocol(TCP) is one of the transport layer protocol of 
TCP/IP suite. While IP transmits the data between individual computers on the 
Internet, TCP transfers data between the actual applications running on the system. 
TCP provides connection-oriented and reliable data stream. TCP achieves this 
reliability by assigning a sequence number to each segment it transmits and waits for 
an acknowledgment from the receiving end[10]. If the ACK is not received within the 
timeout interval, the data is retransmitted. 

 

2.1.3.TCP WINDOW SIZE 
 
As TCP is a connection-oriented protocol, both the ends of a connection keep track of 
all data transmitted so that any lost or jumbled segments can be retransmitted or 
reordered as necessary to maintain reliable transport. To compensate for limited buffer 
space (where received data  is temporarily stored until the appropriate application can 
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process it), TCP hosts agree to limit the amount of unacknowledged data that can be 
transit at any given time. This is referred to as the window size and is communicated 
via a 16-bit field in the TCP header. The window size of packets from A  to B indicates 
how much buffer space is available on A for receiving packets. So when B receives  a 
packet with window size value, it would tell B how many bytes it is allowed to send 
A . Window size can be scaled. The SYN packet at the start of the connection indicates 
scaling factor. The size of the window offered by the receiver can usually be controlled 
by the receiving process. This can affect TCP performance. 

 

2.1.4.BITRATE 
 
Bitrate is the rate at which bits are transferred from one location to another. It is 
commonly measured in bits per second(bps) or Mbps. In general, it is a measure of 
data transmitted in a given amount of time. While analyzing the measurement traces 
captured for a particular purpose, filters are used as the network load keeps on 
increasing. Let us consider all the data  is caught on a link of capacity c bps, then the 
trace size will increase with (c+b) bits consistently, the additional b bits are expected 
to hold timestamps and extra catch data for each PDU. Sampling is used to convert 
the traces into a suitable format for analyzing. The time-based sampling and event-
based sampling are the two kinds of sampling approaches. 

In time-based sampling, the measurement trace is sampled each Ts time unit, at which 
the total amount of data received up to and including the interval is written to the 
sample trace[11]. 

 
Figure 2.1Time-based sampling, data counter 

In event-based sampling, the received n PDUs or the T seconds of silence since the 
last frame received can be considered for sampling. 

 
Figure 2.2Event-based sampling, bitrate 
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2.1.5.ROUND TRIP TIME(RTT) 
 
    Round trip time is the time between sending a byte with a sequence number and 
receiving acknowledgment that covers the sequence number. It may vary as the packet 
takes different routes. 

In the below Figure.2.1, the sender transmits the segments 4,5  and 6 to the receiver. 
Now the receiver has to send the acknowledgment. But here the receiver has 
acknowledged only first two data segments. If we observe, here that ack number of 
segment 7 is 2049 but not 3073. This is because when a packet arrives, it is initially 
processed by device driver’s interrupt service routine and then placed onto IP’s input 
queue. All three segments 4,5 and 6 are placed in IP’s input queue, now IP will send 
them to TCP for processing in the same order in which they arrive. 

While processing segment 4 , delay ACK flag is on. And when TCP continues to 
process segment5 , it has now two segments to ACK. So the segment 7 has 
acknowledged the two segments with ACK 2049 and now the delayed ACK timer is 
off for the connection, TCP will now process the segment 6, again a delayed ACK 
timer status. Before segment 9 arrives, the ACK timer appears to be off and then 
segment 8 of ACK 3073 is sent. 

        

               
Figure 2.3.transfer of bytes between two hosts 
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If we observe the window of segment 8 is not 4096 but of 3072 implying that there 
are still 1024 bytes of data in TCP receiver buffer that the application has not read. If 
we look at the other segments from 11 to 16, it followed the common strategy of 
sending ACK after each segment. The three segments (11,12,13) are passed to TCP. 
TCP started processing 11, when delayed ACK timer started, it processed segment 12 
and has sent the ack14, for two data segments 11 and 12. Again in case of processing 
13, when the delayed ACK timer started, similar to the above case, it processed the 
segment 15 before the ACK timer is off, ACK 16 is sent immediately. If we notice the 
segments 7,14 and 16 are acknowledged for two received segments. The ordering of 
packets we are seeing depends on many factors which are not controllable: the sending 
TCP implementation, the receiving TCP implementation, the reading of data by the 
receiving process(depends on the process scheduling by the operating system), and 
the dynamics of the network (i.e, ethernet collisions). There is no specified way in 
which two TCP’s exchange data. 

From this, we notice that there is no one by one strategy followed between data 
segments and acknowledgments. From the figure, our RTT is now calculated as the 
time between the transmission of segment 4 and the reception of segment 7. Let us 
say the measured RTT as M. TCP estimator updated a smoothed RTT estimator using 
a low-pass filter. 

𝑅 ← 𝛼𝑅 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑀 

Where α = 0.9 , a smoothing factor and is updated every time a new measurement  

 

2.1.6.QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE(QoE) 
 
       The quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user 
of an  application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations 
with respect to the utility and or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of 
the user’s personality and current state. In the context of communication services, QoE 
is influenced by service, content, network, device, application, and context of use. It 
is a measurement used to describe how well the network is satisfying the end  user’s 
requirements. The principal method of evaluating QoE is subjective assessment 
involving humans. The most used metric  is Mean opinion score(MOS) defined as the 
opinion on the performance of service by the user in terms of a value on a predefined 
scale[12]. 

 

2.1.7.CITRIX 
 
Citrix solution for delivering the remote access has now become the choice for many 
organizations. This solution is built on Citrix products: Xen Desktop, Citrix Receiver, 
NETSCALER gateway. 

XenDesktop: It is a desktop virtualization platform that delivers any windows 
application or desktop running in a data center with secure on-demand access. 

Citrix Receiver: This is the thin client which runs virtually on any operating system 
and it is the one where users can access their remote desktops. 
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NETSCALER: It is the point where administrators can manage and control the access 
of their users based on credentials. NETSCALER acts as a TCP proxy between clients 
and servers without requiring any client-side configuration. It processes the traffic 
before forwarding the request to a server by separating the HTTP request from TCP 
connection. This way it maintains the connections and manages the traffic at  
application layer level. So, whenever the client sends a request to access a certain 
application on the server, NETSCALER appliance performs necessary SSL 
processing before sending the traffic to the server. In order to function as a proxy, 
NETSCALER appliance uses a set of IP addresses. 

Virtual Server IP (VIP) address: 

VIP is the IP address of a virtual server. It is the public IP address to which the client 
will be connected. 

Subnet IP (SNIP) address: 

The subnet IP addresses come into play while managing and monitoring the 
connections to the server. Every subnet can have multiple SNIP addresses. These 
addresses are bound to VLAN. 

Traffic Management in Citrix: 

The NETSCALER appliance translates IP addresses before sending packets to a 
server. The clients are connected to a VIP address of NETSCALER instead of directly 
connecting to the server. Now the NETSCALER selects an appropriate server and 
sends the client’s requests to that server. When it receives a client request in the 
absence of a virtual server, it operates in a transparent mode. In this mode of operation, 
it translates the IP addresses of the client request to a SNIP address without changing 
the destination IP address. If instead of SNIP address, the server needs the actual client 
address, the HTTP header is modified by the NETSCALER. It either adds an entire 
field of client IP address to HTTP header or uses client IP address while connecting 
to the servers. 

The NETSCALER appliance is configured in such a way that it consists of several 
virtual entities which help for traffic management. These virtual entities are IP 
addresses, ports and protocol handlers for processing traffic. Mostly used virtual 
entities are virtual servers and services. A group of servers in a remote network 
represents the virtual servers and each application on these servers represent the 
services. Mostly, the traffic settings are enabled by the virtual entities. That is a 
NETSCALER appliance can be configured to push all the server responses to a client 
that is connected to the particular virtual server. Also, most of the features are 
delivered through virtual entities bound together with each other. 

The  Figure.2.2 describes how the building blocks or virtual entities work to manage 
the traffic in Citrix. Here the NETSCALER is configured as a load balancer. That is, 
it directs the requests from the client to several servers. Services and virtual servers 
are the basic virtual entities in case of a load balancer. The services are the applications 
on the server whereas the virtual servers represent a group of servers provided by a 
single IP address to which the clients connect. In order to ensure that client requests 
are sent to a server, you need to bind each service to a virtual server. Clients use the 
VIP address to connect to a NETSCALER appliance. When the appliance receives the 
requests from a client connected to a VIP address it sends the request to a server 
determined by load balancing algorithm. 
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Figure 2.4. NETSCALER as a load balancer 

 

Load balancing  uses a virtual entity called a monitor to track whether a specific 
configured server is available to receive requests. The performance of load balancing 
algorithm may be affected by adding some additional parameters while 
configuration[13]. That is the virtual server can be configured to maintain persistence 
connections based on source IP address. The appliance then directs all requests from 
any specific IP address to the same server. 

Understanding Virtual servers: 

When a client attempts to access applications on a server, it sends a request to VIP 
instead of physical server’s IP address. When the appliance receives a request from 
VIP address, it terminates the connection at the virtual server and uses its own 
connection with the server on behalf of the client. The port and protocol settings of 
the virtual server determine the applications that the virtual server requests.  

Services: 

Services are applications on a server. While services are normally combined with 
virtual servers, in the absence of a virtual server can still manage application-specific 
traffic. You can have an HTTP service on a NETSCALER appliance to represent a 
web server application. When the client attempts to access a website hosted on the 
web server, the appliance intercepts the HTTP requests and creates a transparent 
connection with the web server. 

RTT in Citrix: 

As we have seen earlier, NETSCALER is responsible to maintain persistent 
connections and push the client’s request to a particular server. It does so by using the 
load balancing algorithm. The NETSCALER calculates the RTT dynamically by 
measuring the delay between Citrix Receiver and a data resource. That is it gets the 
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RTT by probing the client’s local DNS server[14]. However, these probes need not be 
successful for calculation. After receiving RTT information it directs the client request 
to the data center with the lowest RTT value. When the Client accesses the Citrix for 
the first time, RTT will not be available. In that case, appliance makes use of round-
robin method to send the client’s request to a particular site. For this reason, when the 
user accesses the Citrix for the first time, he may experience high response times. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
 

This section describes the methodology we used for our thesis work. And the section 
is organized into different subsections , firstly describing the research methodology 
describing the motivation of our choices and design of methodology used in this 
thesis work. The rest giving a view  of the testbed environment we have set up to 
carry out the work and  description of the procedure carried out to answer the 
research questions. 

3.1.RESEARCH METHOD 
    

The methodology followed in this thesis  focuses to obtain the measurable 
parameters and QoE  of the user. Because the aim of the thesis is to do the mapping 
between the two. When it comes to measurable parameters , we have the network 
metrics like RTT,TCP Window size, and bitrate obtained through the traffic 
generated while using certain application in Citrix environment. Besides that we 
have objective QoE metrics, these are response times obtained while accessing the 
Citrix. 

3.1.1.The design of automated tests 
 

     To obtain the same mouse clicks, automated test scripts are considered. This 
automation is done using SIKULI, a GUI automation tool. In[4], of all the tasks, 
typing involves low screen updates also the users gave feedback as good every time, 
irrespective of the network conditions. And so we exclude the typing tasks in our 
test design. The results of subjective tests showed that drag & drop of images 
followed by menu browsing is the most sensitive in RVD systems. However, the 
consideration of another metric than RTT is missing here. Hence in our paper, we 
designed the automated tests which involve opening a browser. Then accesses the 
several links and pages which includes images and retrieval of data content involving 
high screen updates.  

3.1.2.Design of subjective tests 
 

The user’s difficulty level to complete the task can also be due to not understanding 
completely the aim of subjective tests. Further, in order to validate the observations 
drawn by analyzing the impact of performance issues on traffic patterns, the 
subjective tests should contain the same test cases as considered for automated tests. 
Then there is a chance of time elapse if the user is not so aware of the format or 
sequence of tasks for the tests. This shall also show an impact on the tests results of  
user’s feedback or opinion on the quality of RVD systems. So, we have designed the 
subjective tests in  our thesis work in such  a way that the user interacts with the 
automated script ,that is, the script pops up a decision box each time it does an action 
in Citrix. Till the user clicks ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to proceed to another task, the script will 
not continue to run. 
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3.2.Testbed environment 
  

 As we needed to obtain packet traces, control the network behavior, and have  a 
realistic scenario while being under control. The realistic scenario we translate 
to;1)using a standard Laptop, provided by the Telenor Enterprise, and 2) having this 
connected to an Enterprise network, equivalent to their ‘store’ network. As to control 
the network behavior we need to inject a traffic shaper. To do this we use NetEm[15]. 
To obtain packet traces, we use a DPMI [16]Measurement point[17], running in a 
stand-alone mode, this way we will have 60ns resolution on the packet timestamps. 
But more importantly, we will not interfere with the communication. The setup we 
used to carry out experiments is shown in Figure.3.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Experimental Setup 

             The description of the test bed environment is discussed below: 
3.2.1. Measurement point 
 
         Actual packet capturing is done by this device, called as Measurement point 
(MP). This can be either logical which is a program running on the host or it can be a 
physical device. All the packets captured by the MP are sent to the consumer for 
further analysis. 

            3.2.2. Consumer 
 

          The packets sent by the MP are received by this device. The consumer allows 
the user to perform analysis of the streams or data received. The software so-called 
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libcap_utils[18] is installed on this device which provides tools for common tasks such 
as packet filtering, recording and displaying streams. 

             3.2.3.Shaper 
 
         NetEm is enabled in Kernel and is  used to perform tests in a controlled manner 
by adding delay and jitter. It is an enhancement of traffic control facilities of Linux. 
Adding the delay and other network emulating properties using terminal commands 
will show an impact on the outgoing traffic flow of the device[15].The following 
network conditions are injected for shaping the traffic: 

            A fixed amount of delay is added to all the packets  going out of the local 
ethernet. The delay in the network is of uniform distribution. In this experiment, the 
delays such as 25 ms, 50 ms, and 100ms are injected into the network. The jitter is the 
random variation of delay applied to the network. For a delay of d (ms) and jitter of  j 
(ms), injected into the network causes the delay to be d(ms)±j(ms). In this experiment, 
the considered jitter values are 0 ms,1ms, and 2 ms.  

Figure 3.2 shows the effects of shaping on the packets flowing in the direction 
from Citrix Receiver to Citrix Server. The packet comes out of the receiver with some 
timestamp, t1 ms.  The instance when the packet reaches the MP, shaping is not done. 
So we will not see the shaping effects when analyzing the traffic in the direction from 
receiver to the server. Observing the flow of packets, it enters into the shaper through 
MP. Coming out from the interface “eth3” of the shaper, the packet is affected by the 
delay of d ms. The packet reaches the Citrix with this added delay. 

 

 
Figure 3.2. Shaping effects on upstream traffic 

 

Figure.3.3 shows the flow of packets in the direction from Citrix Server(CS) to Citrix 
Receiver(CR). The packet is sent from the CS with the timestamp of (t4+d) ms. 
Coming out from the interface “eth2” of the shaper, the packet is affected by the delay 
of d ms. So, now the packet passes through the MP with a timestamp of (t5+d+d) ms. 
While analyzing the traffic in the direction from CS to CR, the shaping effects will be 
seen. 
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Figure 3.3. Shaping effects on downstream traffic 

The shaping is applied to both the interfaces (eth2,eth3) of the shaper. When the 
applied delay is 25ms, finally the packet reaches the CS from CR with the timestamp 
of  (t+25 + transmission delay) ms. Our applied shaping effects will be evident in the 
traffic from CS to CR, that is the timestamp of the packet here is, 
(t+25+25+transmission delay) ms. This explanation applies to all the cases of delay 
and jitter stated earlier.  

 

3.3.Experimental procedure 
 
The Figure.3.4. below shows the steps involved in running the tests. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Steps in experimental procedure 

 Applying the network conditions will show the effect to the downstream traffic , that 
is in the direction from CS to the CR. Now to capture all the packets subjected to 
particular network conditions , we start pushing the packets into a specific capture file 
in Consumer. This capture will contain the packets generated while accessing the 
Citrix. For generating some traffic in CR, we are running the SIKULI script. This 
automated script will do all the tasks according to our design in a sequence. And 
outputs a text log file which contains the response times of the data contents appeared 
for the requests sent by mouse clicks and keyboard inputs through SIKULI.  

The picture of how SIKULI works and does actions in Citrix can be viewed from the 
Figure.3.3. Initially, the script sends a request to access the Citrix and provides 
credentials. Once it enters into Citrix environment, opens an application and does 
some activity. It then closes the application, logs off and comes out of Citrix 
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environment. Before and after every request sent through and responses got back, 
UDP message marker packets, said markers, have been sent. These markers are 
messages sent from the CR to the Consumer so that we can split the trace accordingly 
and analyze the patterns. Also, the time instances of every action done by the SIKULI 
and the response times are logged into a file. That completes the one time run of 
SIKULI script , now the packet capture is also terminated in Consumer. Now we have 
to change the network conditions and again follow the same procedure for all the 
cases. This way we will have a traffic packet capture file and a text file containing the 
response times under each case. The traffic packet capture file is processed further 
using a shell script to obtain the network metrics, RTT, TCP window size, and bitrate. 

The shell script takes the packet capture file name as an argument and initially runs 
the tophost-consumer[19] which gives the IP addresses of the hosts in sorted order. 
The host IP which is on the top is the one which has communicated most of the times. 
And in this sorted order, the one which is not in the domain network of CR is the IP 
of CS. As the CR will be communicating with many other devices, in order to ensure 
that we are looking at the right traffic , the above steps are considered. It then checks 
whether all the marker packets are present which indicates that the SIKULI script has 
successfully terminated by doing all the tasks. 
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Figure 3.5. Flowchart for GUI testing (SIKULI script) 

 

The timestamps of  marker packets are pushed to a separate text file. Because this 
timestamp values can be used as filters to analyze the traffic patterns at different 
instances of time. Then the bitrate-consumer[20] is run with filters , where the source 
IP address is the Citrix IP which we got earlier from top host consumer. Now the 
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tshark is also run, provided with the filters like source IP address as Citrix IP and 
destination IP address as Citrix receiver IP. This prints the packet timestamps, RTT 
values, and TCP window size values. The script gives out four text files with the 
format shown in Figure.3.6. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Flowchart for calculation of metrics 

 

The above described how we got the measurable parameters, we should then proceed 
to get the subjective opinions of users 

3.3.1.Conducting subjective tests 
 
For interacting with the user, we modified the SIKULI script by using additional 
functions of SIKULI, popup() and popask(). These functions display a dialog box with 
an OK button and text as the message. The script is run similarly as in Figure.3.4 .Then 
the SIKULI script does the same tasks as in Figure.3.5 but displays a message of tasks 
it is going to do, before doing each task, using the functions discussed above. The 
script then waits for the user to click the OK button[21]. This keeps the attention of 
the users and gives out true feedback on the QoE while using Citrix. After the test is 
done, we placed a questionnaire in front of the user to rate the QoE. For this, we used 
a 3 scale rating , GOOD,OK and BAD. 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

This section describes the results obtained for the methodology discussed in 
section 3. All the test runs are repeated for 5 times under each network condition. 
The following are the cases of network conditions under which the tests are run: 

i. Delay of 0ms and jitter of 0ms 
ii. Delay of 0ms and jitter of 1ms 

iii. Delay of 0ms and jitter of 2ms 
iv. Delay of 25ms and jitter of 0ms 
v. Delay of 25ms and jitter of 1ms 

vi. Delay of 25ms and jitter of 2ms 
vii. Delay of 50ms and jitter of 0ms 

viii. Delay of 50ms and jitter of 1ms 
ix. Delay of 50ms and jitter of 2ms 
x. Delay of100ms and jitter of 0ms 

xi. Delay of 100ms and jitter of 1ms 
xii. Delay of 100ms and jitter of 2ms 

4.1.Network Metrics 
 

As shown in Figure 3.6, the shell script gives out the network metrics RTT,TCP 
Window size, and Bitrate. We shall now analyze the behavior of each network 
metric under each case of a test run. 

4.1.1.Round trip time 
 
The text file which is one of the outputs of shell script described in Figure 3.6, 
containing the timestamps and RTT values is further processed by octave scripts. 

  

Figure 4.1.  RTT pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=0ms(case-i) 
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Figure 4.2. RTT pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=1ms(case-ii) 

 

       Figure 4.3. RTT pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=2ms(case-iii) 

The Figure.4.1,4.2 and 4.3 are showing the traffic patterns of RTT obtained when the 
delay is of 0ms and jitter is of 0ms, 1ms, and 2ms respectively. In all the three cases, 
we could see the common pattern. That is, initially there are few packets followed by 
the gap for some duration. Then we could see a high chunk of packets. RTT of these 
packets is high, followed by a drop. Again we could see high values of RTT followed 
by low values. In Figure.4.2., where delay = 0ms and jitter = 0ms, the maximum value 
of RTT is around 26ms. Here all the 5 runs followed the similar pattern. That is, all 
the packets are transferred at same duration of time. The transfer of packets started 
and stopped at the same time in all the 5  test runs. 
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We will now have a look at the patterns resulted in case of a delay of 0ms and jitter of 
1ms. The test runs 1,2 and 3 followed a common pattern. The start and stop time of 
traffic flows are same in these three  runs. And  the  packets are transferred within the 
same duration as in case-(i). The pattern of test run-4 is different and abnormal when 
compared to the rest. Here there is a high chunk of packets with a few high values of 
RTT at the start till 30sec. Looking at the x-axis, from the 30s to till 70sec, RTT values 
are distributed in an exponential form. And test run-4 is the one which took very long 
duration when compared to the rest. While looking at the pattern of test run-5 the 
traffic flow started after 50sec, that is start time is not same as in remaining test runs. 
Analyzing the traffic patterns for case-(vi), under delay of 0ms and jitter of 2ms in 
Figure.4.2. All the 5 test runs have followed the same pattern and the RTT values are 
more widely distributed compared to other cases of low jitter. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. RTT pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=0ms(case-iv) 

 

 

Figure 4.5. RTT pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=1ms(case-v) 
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Figure 4.6. RTT pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=2ms(case-vi) 

The Figure 4.4 ,4.5 and 4.6 are showing the traffic patterns resulted for delay of 25ms 
and jitter of 0ms , 1ms, and 2ms respectively. When jitter = 0ms, the patterns in all the 
5 test runs are of a similar pattern. And here  RTT is around 75ms for the applied delay 
of 25ms on the two shaper interfaces. The explanation for this is given in Figure 3.3. 
For jitter of 1ms and 2ms, the duration time taken by the packets to be transferred is 
more than in case of 0ms.The traffic patterns of all the 5 test runs  followed the similar 
pattern in these three cases of delay 25ms.  

 

 

Figure 4.7. RTT pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=0ms(case-vii) 
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Figure 4.8. RTT pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=1ms(case-viii) 

 

Figure 4.9. RTT pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=2ms(case-ix) 

The traffic patterns obtained under delay of 50ms and jitter of 0ms, 1ms, and 2ms, are 
shown in Figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. For jitter = 0ms, the test runs 1,2,4 and 
5 had followed the similar pattern as in case-(i). Among all the runs , test run-3 has 
taken the longer duration. In this run, the transfer of packets has started at the same 
time as all the runs but then the pattern of run-3 is different when compared to the 
other. In Figure 4.8.the RTT values are distributed widely in all the 5 runs. Under 
case-(ix), when jitter is 2ms, we observe that the duration times are less compared to 
that when jitter is 1ms. 
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Figure 4.10. RTT pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=0ms(case-x) 

 

 

Figure 4.11. RTT pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=1ms(case-xi) 
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Figure 4.12. RTT pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=2ms(case-xii) 

The traffic patterns obtained under delay of 100ms and jitter of 0ms, 1ms, and 
2ms, are shown in Figure 4.10, 4.11  and 4.12 respectively. For jitter = 0ms ,the 
test runs had followed the similar pattern as in case-(i).  In Figure.4.11.the RTT 
values are distributed widely in all the 5 runs. Under case-(ix), when jitter is 
2ms, we observe that the duration times are less compared to that when jitter is 
1ms. 

So far, we have analyzed the patterns of RTT generated under different cases of 
network conditions. The common conclusions drawn from the observations are: when 
the jitter is 1ms , the duration times are more compared to that of the case when jitter 
is 0ms. Again when the jitter is increased from 1 to 2ms, there is a decrease in duration 
times. Almost in all the cases, each test run has followed the regular pattern. However, 
there are abnormal cases like run-4 of case-(ii) and run-3 of case-(vii) where there is 
a deviation in a regular pattern followed. Also, the distribution of packets is wide from 
the case where the applied delay is 50ms.  

 

4.1.2.TCP Window size 
 
The TCP window size value represents the amount of data that the host is ready to 
accept from the sender.  So looking at the window size patterns will give a view of 
the transfer of data between two hosts. 

The output of the script that gives out the metrics in a text file is further processed 
using octave scripts. The text file contains the  destination and source IP addresses, 
source and destination ports, TCP window size scaled value, scaling factor and TCP 
actual window size value. The octave script takes the scaled TCP window size and the 
corresponding timestamps to plot the graphs.  
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Validation: The window size values we observed are not more than 65k bytes, to 
ensure that we are looking at the right values, validated by analyzing the trace using 
Wireshark tool as well.(Ref. Appendix).  

 

 

Figure 4.13.TCP WS pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=0ms(case-i) 

 

Figure 4.14. TCP WS pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=1ms(case-ii) 
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Figure 4.15. TCP WS pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=2ms(case-iii) 

The Figure 4.13,4.14 and 4.15  are showing  the patterns generated for TCP window 
size when the delay is of 0ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. We 
observe that TCP window size values are ranging between 65k bytes to dropping till 
45k bytes in all the cases. The test run-3 of case-(ii) has deviated from the expected 
pattern followed in the other. Also, here is where the drop in window size is up to 40k 
bytes. The patterns obtained for jitter of 0ms and 2ms are similar. 

Figure 4.16. TCP WS pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=0ms(case-iv) 
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Figure 4.17. TCP WS pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=1ms(case-v) 

 

 

Figure 4.18. TCP WS pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=2ms(case-vi) 

The  Figure 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18. are showing  the patterns generated for TCP window 
size when the delay is of 25ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. The 
values of window size are varying in the same range of 65k bytes to 45k bytes even 
for increased delay of 25ms. All the 5 test runs followed the similar pattern as in 
case(i). 
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Figure 4.19. TCP WS pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=0ms(case-vii) 

 

 

Figure 4.20. TCP WS pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=1ms(case-viii) 
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Figure 4.21. TCP WS pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=2ms(case-ix) 

 Figure 4.19 , 4.20 and 4.21 are showing  the patterns generated for TCP window size 
when the delay is of 50ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. In this set 
of three cases , we could see that the window size patterns are varied when compared 
to the previous cases. Looking at the pattern of test run-3 in Figure 4.19 reminds the 
abnormal pattern observed in run-4 of case-(ii). When jitter is 2ms , the initial window 
size advertised is below 45k, which is lower than the rest. 

 

Figure 4.22. TCP WS pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=0ms(case-x) 
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Figure 4.23. TCP WS pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=1ms(case-xi) 

 

 

Figure 4.24 TCP WS pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=2ms(case-xii) 

The  Figure 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 are showing  the patterns generated for TCP window 
size when the delay is of 100ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. Here 
in all the three cases of jitter for delay of 100ms, the initial window size values 
advertised are very low initially, followed by rising up to 65k. 
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The above are the patterns obtained for downstream traffic, that is, in the direction of 
Citrix server to the receiver. The below describes the patterns of upstream traffic. 

 

 

Figure 4.25. TCP WS pattern for upstream traffic(case-ii) 

 

 

Figure 4.26. TCP WS pattern for upstream traffic(case-vii) 

The patterns resulted in the direction from Citrix receiver to the server for all the 
considered cases have followed the similar pattern(ref. Appendix). The patterns for 
the cases where there is a deviation from the expected regular pattern are shown in 
Figure 4.25 and 4.26. There is a deviation in the patterns in the upstream(from CR to 
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CS) as well. We can observe that CR has lowered its WS to a little extent, but it tries 
to keep the connection established. 

Summarizing our observations in all the considered network conditions above: The 
window size patterns are almost similar under all conditions with the exception of two 
cases mentioned. We could see from the case of delay of 50ms, there are variations in 
patterns among the 5 test runs. Also, there is a noticeable drop in initial advertised 
window size. The reasons for these deviations might be due to TCP keepalive probes. 
This kind of packet arrival for a noticeable duration is indicating the fault in 
application performance.  

4.1.3.Bitrate 
 
The Octave script processes the text file containing the bitrates obtained at a sampling 
frequency of 10Hz and the corresponding timestamps. 

The  bitrate patterns obtained under different network conditions are considered for 
analyzing the behavior of bitrate in RVD. The structure of the pattern is almost 
identical in all the cases considered. Initially, we could not see any data being 
transferred as the bitrate values are very low. After a while, we could see some high 
rates indicating there is some communication going on. And the maximum bitrate 
values obtained has varied under different network conditions. 

 

 

Figure 4.27. Bitrate pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=0ms(case-i) 
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Figure 4.28. Bitrate pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=1ms(case-ii) 

 

Figure 4.29. Bitrate pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=2ms(case-iii) 

Figure 4.27 , 4.28 and 4.29 are showing  the patterns generated for bitrate when the 
delay is of 0ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. The bitrate values are 
varying widely by taking different maximum values in all the 5 test runs in each case 
of jitter. The data transfer has started at the similar instances in all three cases except 
in run-4 of case-(ii). We could see the overall duration time is same for jitter of 0ms 
and 2ms. Whereas the test run-4 in Figure.4.28 has taken the longer duration than rest. 
In this particular test run, we could see very low bitrates for certain period 
comparatively.  
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Figure 4.30. Bitrate pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=0ms(case-iv) 

 

Figure 4.31. Bitrate pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=1ms(case-v) 
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Figure 4.32. Bitrate pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=2ms(case-vi) 

The   Figure 4.30, 4.31 and  4.32 are showing  the patterns generated for bitrate 
when the delay is of 25ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. We could 
see that the maximum value of bitrate is decreasing for the increase in jitter. 

 

 

Figure 4.33. Bitrate pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=0ms(case-vii) 
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Figure 4.34. Bitrate pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=1ms(case-viii) 

 

 

Figure 4.35. Bitrate pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=2ms(case-ix) 

The  Figure 4.33, 4.34 and  4.35 are showing  the patterns generated for bitrate when 
the delay is of 50ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. Again here the 
deviation from the regular pattern is observed in test run-3 of case-(x) with more 
zeroes comparatively. The maximum of bitrate is low compared to the set of 25ms 
delay. Also, the drop in rate for increased jitter is evident. 
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Figure 4.36. Bitrate pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=0ms(case-x) 

 

Figure 4.37.Bitrate pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=1ms(case-xi) 
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Figure 4.38.Bitrate pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=2ms(case-xii) 

The  Figure 4.36, 4.37 and 4.38 are showing  the patterns generated for bitrate when 
the delay is of 100ms and jitter is of 0ms,1ms, and 2ms respectively. The patterns 
obtained are similar as in previous cases. 

From all these observations of bitrate patterns, we can say that there are variations in 
bitrate values but then the duration taken for data transfer is almost similar. Of course, 
there are cases where the transfer of data took a long time as discussed. Initially, very 
low values followed by high rates at the end showing that the application window has 
popped up finally. And the maximum of bitrate is constrained by the amount of delay 
and jitter. That  is we could see decreasing bitrate values for increasing delay and jitter. 

 

4.2.Objective Metrics 
 

We have analyzed the behavior of network by looking at the traffic patterns. It is 
necessary to map these observations from network perspective with the quality of 
experience of the user. The QoE is measured both by objective and subjective 
metrics. Now we are looking at the objective metrics given by the SIKULI script. 
These are the measurements at the application layer, that is , response times obtained 
while accessing RVD.  

 

Response times to launch an application in RVD(sec) 
Network 
conditions 

Run-1 Run-2 Run-3 Run-4 Run-5 average 

Case-i(0,0) 14.52 14.27 14.27 14.44 14.47 14.4 
 

Case-ii(0,1) 14.38 14.39 15.11  54.27 15.10  
 

22.6 
 

Case-
iii(0,2) 

15.08  
 

14.83 14.68 14.60 15.58 14.9 
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Case-
iv(25,0) 

15.63 15.72 
 

16.30 16.41 16.06 16.0 
 

Case-
v(25,1) 

16.20 
 

15.39 
 

15.36 18.76 
 

15.58 
 

16.2 
 

Case-
vi(25,2) 

16.36 15.37 15.75 15.46  15.06 
 

15.6 
 

Case-
vii(50,0) 

19.34 16.59 
46.41 

16.70 19.32 23.7 
 

Case-
viii(50,1) 

19.34  
 

16.59 
 

16.70 17.20 19.32 
 

17.8 
 

Case-
ix(50,2) 

16.55  17.00  
 

16.55 17.87 17.69 17.1 
 

Case-
x(100,0) 

21.24 19.79  
 

19.85  
 

19.04  
 

19.64  19.9 
 

Case-
xi(100,1) 

19.04 
 

18.83 
 

19.00  
 

19.32 
 

19.01 19.0 
 

Case-
xii(100,2) 

18.61 18.47  
 

18.39 18.64  
 

18.29 
 

18.5 
 

Table 1. Duration times to launch an application in Citrix 

Table 1 shows the duration times obtained for each run under different network 
conditions. These are calculated by the SIKULI script as follows: when the application 
is clicked, the time instance say, 𝑡𝑎1 is noted and when the window of the application 
is displayed, that time instance is noted down ,say 𝑡𝑎2. And the difference between 
these two time instances (ta1,ta2) is the time duration for opening an application in 
Citrix. That is as, 

𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  𝑡𝑎2 − 𝑡𝑎1   

We observe that the response times are similar for all the 5 runs under each network 
condition. But the duration time is extremely large in case of run-4 when the delay is 
0ms and jitter = 1ms and for run-3 , when delay = 50ms and jitter = 0ms. 

The average of the duration times is calculated using the below formula: 

 

�̅� =  
∑𝑋𝑖

𝑁
 

where, 

 �̅� is mean 
 𝑋𝑖 is the sum of all data values 
 N is number of all data values 

 

4.3.Subjective metrics 
 

It is important to know whether the response times occurred during a session in Citrix 
are acceptable for the user. So as explained in the section-3.3.1, subjective tests are 
conducted under the same network conditions considered for automated tests. The 
feedback of 8 users for the subjective tests is tabulated as shown below. We used a 3 
scale rating, GOOD,OK and BAD. These verbal ratings are converted to mean opinion 
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scores using the traditional 5 – scale rating. That is, Good equals to 3,ok equals to 2 
and bad equals to 1. 

 

Network 
condition 

User1 User2 User3 User4 User5 User6 User7 User8 Mos 

Case-i 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2.375 
Case-ii 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 2 2 
Case-iii 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 2.625 
Case-iv 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 
Case-v 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2.125 
Case-vi 2 1 2 1 3 2 3 3 2.125 
Case-vii 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1.5 
Case-viii 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1.5 
Case-ix 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 1.75 
Case-x 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1.25 
Case-xi 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1.5 
Case-xii 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1.375 
Table 2. User feedback for subjective tests 

4.4.Correlation 
 
We have discussed the metrics obtained at network and application level. Now the 
QoS metrics need to be mapped with QoE metrics. We shall now try to see if there is 
any correlation found between the observations drawn in-network level and objective 
metrics. In section 4.2. we could observe the high duration times compared to the rest 
in the similar cases where we noticed the deviation in patterns in section 4.1. This 
implies that there is a kind of correlation between QoS and QoE in RVD. 

 

 

Figure 4.39. RTT vs Response times 
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The Figure 4.39 shows the average plot of  round trip time and  response times for all 
the considered cases. There are three curves in the plot representing jitter of 0ms, 1ms, 
and 2ms respectively. We could see that when jitter is 1ms, the response times are 
very high for the range of RTT between 0 to 50ms. Then there is a drop followed by 
an increase in response times. For jitter = 0 ms, high response times are observed for 
the range of RTT between 100 to 150ms. In all the three cases, the common 
observation is that, in the range of RTT around 100 to 150ms, there is an increase in 
response times. This increase is highest in case of 1ms jitter, followed by 0ms and 
2ms. From this, we can say that for the range of RTT between 100 to 150ms, the user 
will experience high response time while accessing RVD. 

The observations drawn are be validated by considering the mean opinion scores of 
users. The below Figure 4.40 shows the average plot of Mean opinion scores and 
round-trip times obtained for all the cases of network conditions considered. In this 
plot , we can see three RTT vs MOS curves representing the jitter of 0ms,1ms, and 
2ms respectively. We could see that the mean opinion scores are high for the range of 
RTT below 50ms. The rating has dropped to lower values for the increase in RTT 
values. For the range of RTT between 100 to 150ms, we could see that there is a drop 
in all the three curves, that is mean opinion scores are below 1.5. 

Figure 4.40.RTT vs MOS 
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Our main intention is to design a live traffic analysis model, which will be handy for 
the service provider to react to the issues coming up in RVD environments. As an 
initial step to achieve the above-stated objective, this thesis work presented the 
mapping between the network parameters and QoE. The research methodology 
followed in this work is an attempt to detect the actions( requesting to connect to 
Citrix, launching an application, browsing a page and  so on ) performed by the user 
in RVD by looking at the traffic patterns. That is traffic traces have been split and  we 
analyzed the patterns generated for a particular action (launching an application in 
RVD). We have considered different cases of network conditions in order to make 
conclusions on the behavior of network in RVD. The results obtained have shown that 
there is a correlation among the network parameters. That is, when a packet takes high 
RTT , lower bitrates are seen and vice versa. Similar patterns are encountered in most 
cases. But then we have come across interesting cases, where there is a deviation from 
the regular pattern followed. This has been evident on all the three parameters 
considered, that is in RTT, Bitrate, and TCP Window size. In these special cases, when 
it comes to the role of the round-trip time,  there are no huge fluctuations, to say that 
from this user may experience high response times. But there is a deviation in the 
pattern, in terms of the way in which packets are sent from the Citrix. Here we could 
see the packets been sent but in a periodic fashion for a certain amount of time. Also, 
the data flow has taken longer duration compared to the regular expected patterns.  
Bitrate has varied inversely in proportion to RTT. We conclude from this that, the user 
may experience high response times and the reasons for this are not due to issues in 
network performance. Looking at the role of TCP Window size in these cases, we 
could see clearly the interesting deviation in patterns. Again there is no heavy drop in 
window size but then indicates the abnormal flow of packets. 

  The conclusions made by us from network perspective are validated when mapped 
with the QoE metrics. We observed a strong  correlation between RTT and objective 
QoE metrics, response times. Of course, as there is an increase in shaped RTT , there 
is an increase in response times collected at the application layer level. But our 
statements of unacceptable quality delivered in case of deviated patterns are then 
validated by subjective QoE metrics. For the cases we encountered during our 
experiments , we observe that the reasons for poor QoE are not due to the network. 
Also, our consideration TCPWS showed that there are no such cases of Citrix 
advertising that it could not accept any longer from Receiver. By this, we can 
understand that the reason for performance issues is neither the NETSCALER 
gateway nor Citrix server. 

Linking to the research questions: 

Research question 1: Can we detect the impact of RTT based on user perception? 

Answer: In. section 4.6, the correlation between the measurable QoS parameters and 
QoE metrics has been described. The abnormal behavior of the deviation of patterns 
in certain cases of network conditions is proved to be unacceptable from the obtained 
low MOS. We could see that the relation between the Round trip time and mean 
opinion scores is directly proportional . That is we could evaluate the impact of RTT 
based on user perception and vice versa.  
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Research question 2: What is the threshold of network parameters, above or below 
which the user is predicted to experience a degraded quality? 

Answer:  After evaluating the network performance under different conditions, we 
came through interesting observations. When the RTT has reached a certain range, the 
TCP Window size has a significant drop due to host congestion. Also, there are very 
low bit rate values observed in the similar case. The user's feedback obtained in 
subjective tests indicated that after a certain value of RTT, they are not satisfied with 
service. From the Figure 4.39., we could see that there is noticeably rise in response 
times in the range of RTT between 100 to 150ms. And the user ratings proved it to be 
unacceptable after this range of RTT values . From this, we can say that the threshold 
for RTT is 120ms , above which the user is expected to experience a degraded quality. 

Research question 3: Does the drop in TCP window size help in indicating the drop 
in network performance of remote virtual desktop environments? 

Answer: No, analyzing the TCP Window size patterns have not contributed to make 
the statements on the network performance. As the Window size advertises the amount 
of data it can be accepted from the other side, we could not comment on the network 
performance. But there are cases of significance where the deviation from the regular 
pattern is observed. There is no high drop in TCP Window size but then for a 
noticeable amount of time, there has been a periodic flow of packets. Indicating that 
there is communication going on. From this, we can say that the network is not 
contributing to the abnormal cases in results. Monitoring the  TCP Window size by 
the service provider shall give an indication of  abnormal patterns of traffic flow if 
any. 

Future Work 
The final outcomes of this thesis work, that is thresholds for network parameters based 
on mapping and the TCP window size analysis to keep track and react on the issues 
coming up, shall contribute for constructing the live traffic analysis model in RVD. 
Also, consideration of other more network parameters like packet loss apart from RTT 
can bring out interesting observations. A specific model for analyzing the bitrate by 
considering the active and non-active phases shall be helpful to understand whether 
there is data transmission.We analyzed the TCP parameter window size, consideration 
of other TCP parameters will be interesting. Our methodology can be repeated for 
other applications as well.  
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Appendix 
 

1. TCP Window size patterns for upstream traffic, in the direction from Citrix 
Receiver to Citrix server. 

Fig.A.1.TCP window size pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=0ms(case-i) 

 

Fig.A.2. TCP window size pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=1ms(case-ii) 
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Fig.A.3. TCP window size pattern for delay=0ms and jitter=2ms(case-iii) 
 

 

Fig.A.4. TCP window size pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=0ms(case-iv) 
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Fig.A.5 TCP window size pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=1ms(case-v) 

 

 

Fig.A.6. TCP window size pattern for delay=25ms and jitter=2ms(case-vi) 
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 Fig.A.7. TCP window size pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=0ms(case-vii) 

 

 

Fig.A.8. TCP window size pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=1ms(case-viii) 
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Fig.A.9. TCP window size pattern for delay=50ms and jitter=2ms(case-ix) 

 

 

 

 

Fig.A.10. TCP window size pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=0ms(case-x) 
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Fig.A.11. TCP window size pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=1ms(case-xi) 

 

A.12TCP window size pattern for delay=100ms and jitter=2ms(case-xii) 
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2. Validation of window size in Wireshark for the trace captured under  delay=50 
ms and jitter = 0 ms for run-3: 
 

 
 

3. Validation of window size in Wireshark for the trace captured under  delay=0 
ms and jitter = 1 ms for run-4: 
 

 
 

4. Octave script for obtaining metric patterns: 
 
a=load("-ascii",'/home/diko/analysis/0_0/ws_1_data.txt'); 
am=importdata('/home/diko/analysis/0_0/markers_t_1_0_0.txt','\t'); 
 
b=load("-ascii",'/home/diko/analysis/0_0/ws_2_data.txt'); 
bm=importdata('/home/diko/analysis/0_0/markers_t_2_0_0.txt','\t'); 
 
c=load("-ascii",'/home/diko/analysis/0_0/ws_3_data.txt'); 
cm=importdata('/home/diko/analysis/0_0/markers_t_3_0_0.txt','\t'); 
 
d=load("-ascii",'/home/diko/analysis/0_0/ws_4_data.txt'); 
dm=importdata('/home/diko/analysis/0_0/markers_t_4_0_0.txt','\t'); 
 
e=load("-ascii",'/home/diko/analysis/0_0/ws_5_data.txt'); 
em=importdata('/home/diko/analysis/0_0/markers_t_5_0_0.txt','\t'); 
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amark=am(:,1); 
%markers=[amark]; 
atime=[amark(5) amark(6)] 
A=a(:,1)-a(1,1); 
AI=find(atime(1)<a(:,1) & a(:,1)<atime(2)); 
 
bmark=bm(:,1); 
%markers=[amark]; 
btime=[bmark(5) bmark(6)] 
B=b(:,1)-b(1,1); 
BI=find(btime(1)<b(:,1) & b(:,1)<btime(2)); 
 
cmark=cm(:,1); 
%markers=[amark]; 
ctime=[cmark(5) cmark(6)] 
C=c(:,1)-c(1,1); 
CI=find(ctime(1)<c(:,1) & c(:,1)<ctime(2)); 
 
dmark=dm(:,1); 
%markers=[amark]; 
dtime=[dmark(5) dmark(6)] 
D=d(:,1)-d(1,1); 
DI=find(dtime(1)<d(:,1) & d(:,1)<dtime(2)); 
 
emark=em(:,1); 
%markers=[amark]; 
etime=[emark(5) emark(6)] 
E=e(:,1)-e(1,1); 
EI=find(etime(1)<e(:,1) & e(:,1)<etime(2)); 
 
 
amyBlob=A(AI); 
amyBlobY=a(AI,2); 
 
bmyBlob=B(BI); 
bmyBlobY=b(BI,2); 
%plot(myBlob,1000*myBlobY,"s",... 
 %   bmyBlob,1000*bmyBlobY,"s"); 
     
cmyBlob=C(CI); 
cmyBlobY=c(CI,2); 
 
dmyBlob=D(DI); 
dmyBlobY=d(DI,2); 
 
emyBlob=E(EI); 
emyBlobY=e(EI,2); 
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plot(amyBlob,amyBlobY,"sr;run-1;",... 
     bmyBlob,bmyBlobY,"sb;run-2;",... 
     cmyBlob,cmyBlobY,"sg;run-3;",... 
     dmyBlob,dmyBlobY,"sm;run-4;",... 
     emyBlob,emyBlobY,"sc;run-5;"); 
      
xlim([10 80]) 
ylim([40000 70000])  
      
xlabel("Time(s)"); 
ylabel("WINDOW SIZE (bytes)"); 
title("WS data analysis - delay=0ms and jitter=0ms "); 
 
 

5. Shell script calculating the metrics 
 
#!/bin/bash 
capfilename=$1 
bpsfreq=$2 
delay_jitter=$3 
cd  
cd consumer-tophost && ./tophosts ../Downloads/traffic_traces/$3/$1.cap > 
tophost_output.txt 
top_ip=$(awk 'FNR == 1 {print $1}' tophost_output.txt)  
 
if [ "${top_ip}" =  'x.x.x.x' ]; then 
    citrix_ip=$(awk 'FNR == 2 {print $1}' tophost_output.txt) 
     
else 
    citrix_ip=$(awk 'FNR == 1 {print $1}' tophost_output.txt) 
fi 
 
if [ "${citrix_ip}"  !=  'x.x.x.x' ] 
then  
  exit 1 
fi 
 
cd  
 
cd analysis 
 
capshow -a --ip.proto=udp --
tp.dport=5005 ../Downloads/traffic_traces/$3/$1.cap 2>/dev/null | grep IPv4 | 
awk -F':' '{print $4}' > home/diko/analysis/$3/markers_$1.txt 
 
lines=$(wc -l < home/diko/analysis/$3/markers_$1.txt) 
echo $lines 
 
#awk -v OFS="\t" '{print $1 ',' $2*1000}' 
RTT_d00_t_1_0_0.txt >rtt_1_0_0_modif.txt 
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if [ $lines  !=  12 ] 
then  
  exit 1 
fi 
 
cap2pcap --ip.proto=tcp -o $1.pcap ../Downloads/traffic_traces/$3/$1.cap | 
tshark -r $1.pcap -T fields -e frame.time_epoch -e ip.src -e ip.dst -e tcp.srcport -e 
tcp.dstport -e tcp.analysis.ack_rtt -Y 'ip.src==x.x.x.x and tcp.analysis.ack_rtt'> 
home/diko/analysis/$3/RTT_d00_$1.txt 
 
 
cap2pcap --ip.proto=tcp -o $1.pcap ../Downloads/traffic_traces/$3/$1.cap | 
tshark -r $1.pcap -T fields -e frame.time_epoch  -e ip.src -e ip.dst -e tcp.srcport -
e tcp.dstport  -e tcp.window_size -e tcp.window_size_scalefactor -e 
tcp.window_size_value -Y 'ip.src==x.x.x.x and tcp.window_size  and 
tcp.window_size_scalefactor and tcp.window_size_value' > 
home/diko/analysis/$3/WS_d00_$1.txt 
 
cap2pcap --ip.proto=tcp -o $1.pcap ../Downloads/traffic_traces/$3/$1.cap | 
tshark -r $1.pcap -T fields -e frame.time_epoch  -e ip.src -e ip.dst -e tcp.srcport -
e tcp.dstport  -e tcp.window_size -e tcp.window_size_scalefactor -e 
tcp.window_size_value -Y 'ip.dst==x.x.x.x and tcp.window_size  and 
tcp.window_size_scalefactor and tcp.window_size_value' > 
home/diko/analysis/$3/WS_d01_$1.txt 
 
bitrate -m $2 -z --format=matlab --
ip.src=$citrix_ip  ../Downloads/traffic_traces/$3/$1.cap > 
home/diko/analysis/$3/BPS_d00_$1.txt 
 
#awk '{print $1, $6}' /home/diko/analysis/50_0/WS_d00_txx_1_50_0.txt > 
/home/diko/analysis/50_0/ws_5_data.txt 
 

6. Automated  SIKULI script 
 
import string 
import random 
from datetime import datetime  
from datetime import date  
 
 
count=0 
while count < 1: 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py 
10.42.0.186 4000 " +  "hello"  
    log=run(runMe) 
    time.sleep(10)    
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    resultLog="C:\\Users\\test_as0927\\Desktop\\testlogs\\Log_summary_" + 
"correl1_div_0_2" + "_"+ date.isoformat(date.today()) + ".log" 
    execLog="C:\\Users\\test_as0927\\Desktop\\testlogs\\Log_" + 
"correl1_div_0_2" + "_" + date.isoformat(date.today()) + ".log" 
      
    magicCookie = ''.join(random.choice(string.ascii_uppercase + string.digits) 
for _ in range(5)) 
    fid=open(execLog,'a') 
 
    tStart = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g Starting the experiment " % tStart ) 
    fid.write("%s \n" % magicCookie ) 
    answer1 = popAsk("shall we click on browser") 
    if not answer1: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1498056176723.png") 
    wait(5) 
     
    popup("going to clear the cache now") 
     
 
    click("1498056470862.png") 
    wait(2) 
    click("1498056740435.png") 
    wait(2) 
    click("1498056775496.png") 
   
    wait("1498057472544.png",10) 
 
    click("1498057839835.png") 
    wait("1498058105515.png",10) 
  
    click("1494486277181.png") 
    wait(4) 
    popup("entering into the citrix") 
    click("1491917485181.png") 
    paste("https://tsepartneraccess.telenor.se/vpn/index.html") 
    type(Key.ENTER) 
    tCalledweb = time.time() 
    #marker starting or handshaking with citrix 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " +  "hello" 
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker1 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g Called marker1 -after the citrix link click\n" % 
tCalledmarker1 ); 
    print log 
     
    #tCalledweb_T =time.asctime(time.localtime(tCalledweb)) 
    fid.write("%12.12g Called Webpage\n" % tCalledweb ); 
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    fid.write("%12.12g Called marker1\n" % tCalledmarker1 ); 
    try:     
        wait("1491920200557.png",50) 
        tWaitedWeb = time.time() 
    except: 
        click("1494678234076.png") 
        runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py 
x.x.x.x 5005 " + 'hello' 
        log=run(runMe) 
        fid=open(resultLog,'a') 
     
        tCalledmarkerx1 = time.time() 
        fid.write("%12.12g markerx1-failed to fetch login page\n" % 
tCalledmarkerx1 ); 
        reportMsg = "" + str(time.time()) + "failed to fetch login page"  
        fid.close(); 
        print log 
        exit(1) 
    #marker to know how much time it took to display the login page 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello' 
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker2 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker2-loin page appeared\n" % tCalledmarker2 ); 
    print log 
     
    answer4 = popAsk("shall I proceed to enter the login details") 
    if not answer4: 
        exit(1)    
    #tWaitedWeb_T =time.asctime(time.localtime(tWaitedWeb)) 
    tEnterLogin = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g Entering login info\n" % tEnterLogin); 
    click("1491919732939.png") 
    paste("test_as0927") 
    click("1491919780740.png") 
    paste("KPD63jst") 
    type(Key.ENTER) 
    tLoginWait = time.time() 
    #marker after login credentials are entered 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello' 
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker3 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker3-waiting for login to complete\n" % 
tCalledmarker3); 
    print log 
    fid.write("%12.12g waiting for login to complete\n" % tLoginWait); 
     
     
    wait("1493311938621.png",180) 
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    tLoggedIn = time.time() 
    #marker after looged in 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + "hello" 
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker4 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker4-loggedin\n" % tCalledmarker4); 
    print log 
    fid.write("%12.12g logged in\n" % tLoggedIn); 
    wait(5) 
 
     
 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + "hello" 
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker5 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker5-citrix browser click\n" % tCalledmarker5); 
    print log 
    tcitrixbrowserclick = time.time() 
    answer5 = popAsk("shall I click on citrix browser") 
    if not answer5: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1493311987485.png") 
    fid.write("%12.12g after click instance  of citrix browser\n" % 
tcitrixbrowserclick); 
    wait("1493898253079.png",180) 
    tWaitedbrowser= time.time() 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello'  
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker6 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker5- citrix browser pop up time\n" % 
tCalledmarker6); 
    print log 
    fid.write("%12.12g waiting time of citrix browser pop up \n" % 
tWaitedbrowser); 
 
 
    wait(5) 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello'  
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker7 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker7- browsing action started\n" % tCalledmarker7); 
    print log 
    tactions_start = time.time() 
    answer6 = popAsk("shall I maximise the browser window") 
    if not answer6: 
        exit(1) 
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    click("1494509675359-1.png") 
    wait(5) 
    popup("I am clearing the cache now") 
     
    
    wait(5) 
    
    click("1494509732097.png") 
     
    click("1494521288346.png") 
          
    wait("1494509848927.png",15) 
    click("1494509887545.png") 
    wait(20) 
     
     
    answer8 = popAsk("shall I redirect you to stores page") 
    if not answer8: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1493324649147.png") 
    paste("http://ksintranet/stores") 
    type(Key.ENTER) 
    taction1 = time.time() 
    wait("1493324704637.png",500) 
    taction1End = time.time() 
    answer9 = popAsk("shall I click on navision support icon") 
    if not answer9: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1493324769339.png") 
    taction2 = time.time() 
    wait("1499068419049.png",50) 
    taction2End = time.time() 
    answer10 = popAsk("shall I click on quick search ") 
    if not answer10: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1494675660882.png") 
    taction3 = time.time() 
    wait("1494675727760.png",10) 
    taction3End=time.time() 
 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello'  
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker8 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker8- browsing drift info\n" % tCalledmarker8); 
    print log 
    answer11 = popAsk("shall I click on drift info icon?") 
    if not answer11: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1493324834131.png") 
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    taction4 = time.time() 
 
    wait("1493324986885.png",50) 
    popup("I am going to maximize the window") 
    click("1494510126184.png") 
    wait(10) 
    popup("I am going to minimize now") 
    click("1494677481377.png") 
    wait(5) 
    popup("hold on ! I am going to maximize again") 
    click("1494677507314.png") 
    wait(10) 
    answer15 = popAsk("shall I close the drift info window now?") 
    if not answer15: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1493325062926.png") 
    taction4End = time.time() 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello'  
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker9 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker9- done with drift info\n" % tCalledmarker9); 
    print log 
    wait(5) 
    tcloseaction = time.time() 
    answer16 = popAsk("shall I close the browser now?") 
    if not answer16: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1493325089794.png") 
    tclosecitrixBrowser = time.time() 
     
    #maker for closing instance of citrix browser 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " +  'hello' 
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker10 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker10-done with browsing and closed browser of 
citrix\n" % tCalledmarker10); 
    print log 
     
    wait(5) 
    answer17 = popAsk("shall I logoff") 
    if not answer17: 
        exit(1) 
    click("1493312331271.png") 
    click("1493313665937.png") 
    tLoggingOff = time.time() 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello'  
    log=run(runMe) 
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    tCalledmarker11 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker11- clicked log off\n" % tCalledmarker11); 
    print log 
    wait("1493312428976.png",30) 
    tWaitedLogg = time.time() 
    #marker showing logged off instance 
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py x.x.x.x 
5005 " + 'hello'  
    log=run(runMe) 
    tCalledmarker12 = time.time() 
    fid.write("%12.12g marker12- log off completed\n" % tCalledmarker12); 
    print log 
 
     
    fid.write("%12.12g waitedlogg-done \n" % tWaitedLogg); 
    fid.write("%12.12g action1 \n" % taction1); 
    fid.write("%12.12g action1end \n" % taction1End); 
    fid.write("%12.12g action2 \n" % taction2); 
    fid.write("%12.12g action2end \n" % taction2End); 
    fid.write("%12.12g action3 \n" % taction3); 
    fid.write("%12.12g action3end \n" % taction3End); 
    popup("You are done with the test, thank you") 
     
    click("1494521502974.png") 
    tDone = time.time(); 
    fid.write("%12.12g done \n" % tDone); 
     
    durWebReady = tWaitedWeb - tCalledweb 
    durLogin = tLoggedIn - tLoginWait 
    durLogoff = tWaitedLogg - tLoggingOff 
    durCitrixbrowserready =   tWaitedbrowser - tcitrixbrowserclick  
    durActions = tclosecitrixBrowser  - tactions_start     
    durAction1 =  taction1End - taction1 
    durAction2 =  taction2End - taction2 
    durAction3 = taction3End - taction3 
    durAction_drift = taction4End - taction4 
    durCitrixbrowser=tclosecitrixBrowser - tcitrixbrowserclick 
    durSession = tWaitedLogg-tCalledweb 
     
    fid.close(); 
    fid=open(resultLog,'a') 
     
    fid.write("%d RESULTS for " % time.time() ) 
    fid.write("%s \t" % magicCookie ) 
    fid.write("Web_Duration: %g s \t" %durWebReady); 
    fid.write("Login_Duration: %g s \t" %durLogin); 
    fid.write("Logoff_Duration: %g s \n" %durLogoff); 
    fid.write("citrixbrowserready_Duration: %g s \n" %durCitrixbrowserready); 
    fid.write("action1_Duration: %g s \n" %durAction1); 
    fid.write("action2_Duration: %g s \n" %durAction2) 
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    fid.write("action3_Duration: %g s \n" %durAction3); 
    fid.write("drift_Duration: %g s \n"%durAction_drift); 
    fid.write("citrixbrowsertotal_Duration: %g s \n" %durCitrixbrowser); 
    fid.write("session_dur: %g s \n" %durSession); 
     
     
     
    fid.write("actions_Duration: %g s \n" %durActions);  
    fid.close(); 
 
    d=datetime.today(); 
    reportMsg = "" +d.strftime("%y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S ")+ str(time.time()) + "   
RESULTS for " + magicCookie + " Web_Duration: " + str(durWebReady) + " 
Login_Duration: " + str(durLogin) + "citrixbrowserready_Duration: "+ 
str(durCitrixbrowserready) + "drift_Duration:"+ str(durAction_drift)+ " 
actions_Duration: " + str(durActions)+ "citrixbrowsertotal_Duration: " + 
str(durCitrixbrowser) +"session_dur:"+ str(durSession)+" Logoff_Duration: "+ 
str(durLogoff) + " eol"  
    print(reportMsg)         
    time.sleep(10)    
    runMe="python C:\Users\\test_as0927\Desktop\SIKULI\udpSend.py 
10.42.0.186 4000 " + reportMsg  
    log=run(runMe) 
    print log 
    count=count+1 
    wait(10) 
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